
Townsville Hospital Public Art Program

The Townsville Health Service District (THSD) is undergoing considerable redevelopment to 
increase health services for the people of North Queensland. The redeveloped Townsville 
Hospital will offer the local and regional community a wider range of health services. It is the 
largest hospital in the region and supports the local community as well as people in the north 
to Thursday Island and Papua New Guinea, west to Mount Isa and south to Sarina. Patients 
from as far away as Mount Isa and Cape York are airlifted or transported to the hospital on a 
daily basis.

The hospital expansion project was fortunate to receive State Government art+place funding 
for the public art program.  Queensland Health engaged Brecknock Consulting to curate and 
manage the public art program from the funding application stage through to the delivery of 
the commissioned artworks.

An overall curatorial rationale ‘Living Well’ was developed and artwork opportunities for both 
external and internal spaces were identified.

A number of the opportunities have recently been delivered, the first being a photographic 
work by artists Shane Fitzgerald and Holly Grech for the Emergency Department entrance 
and waiting area. (refer to below images)

Other commissions installed include works for the ICU, NICU and corridors and lift lobbies 
throughout the hospital, by artists Arone Meeks, Andrew Rankin and Umbrella Studio. 

These successful artworks are further evidence of Queensland Health’s commitment to 
including artworks in the public spaces of their health centres in recognition of the arts role in 
contributing to welcoming and people centred places.  For Brecknock Consulting this project 
represents another project in our long running relationship with Queensland Health which 
started in 2003 and includes further health projects currently underway for Thursday Island 
and Mackay.
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Cultural Indicators Pilot Project

Brecknock Consulting, in association Charles Landry from the English think tank COMEDIA 
and Alison McAlister from Southcott Advisory, have recently been engaged to develop a 
framework for the Cultural Indicators Pilot Project in South Australia.  The project is aimed at 
developing a framework and associated toolkit for the analysis of data that Local 
Government can use to measure the impacts of cultural activity in their municipalities.  The 
project, with funding support from the Local Government Association of SA’s Local 
Government Research & Development Scheme, involves the Barossa Council, the Cities of 
Marion, Unley, Holdfast Bay, Norwood Payneham & St Peters and Arts SA as project 
partners.

This ground breaking project is scheduled for completion in early 2014 and is currently in the 
research and development phase.
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